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[Paper BB.]
NOTES OF A GEOLOGICAL EXCURSION INTO CENTRAL WISCONSIN.-

C. W. Hall.
This excursion was made because the writer was desirous of
seeing in the field some of the rocks which had been described by
Professor Irving and C. R. Van Hise in the reports of the Geological Survey of Wisconsin, and of comparing them with
certain Minnesota rocks which he then had under examination.
The localities visited were the Wisconsin river valley from Rhinelander to Stevens Point; the neighborhood of Waupaca, where are
situated some notable granite quarries; and the iron ore deposits
of Black River Falls. In the few days at his disposal only a hurried reconnaissance could be made, but the specimens collected
have been subsequently examined more in detail.
•
THE WISCONSIN' RIVER VALLEY.

From Stevt>ns Point, where the Wisconsin Central railroad
crosses the river, to its head waters the Wisconsin river is used
largely for lumbering operations. One of the riche~~t pineries in
the Northwest lies around these upper waters, and a thriving lumbering industry has grown up along the stream. In area the district embraces several thousand square miles. Originally it was
throughout a timber-covered area, and it is still largely so covered.
A thick mantle of glacial debris is well-nigh universal; there are
but few rock exposures in the valley, save along the streams, where
water has bared and eroded the underlying rocks.
The Wisconsin river rises near the boundary of the state of
Michigan, at 1,530 or more feet above the sea. Until Township
23, Range 6, is reached, the stream flows over a bed of glacial
drift, save where this has been cut through and the old crystalline
rocks are laid bare. In the neighborhood of Stevens Point outliers of a light-colored to white sandstone are seen, and these soon
become a continuous rock formation towards the south, and, a
short distance below Port Edward, the crystalline rocks disappear
altogether beneath it. This sandstone belongs, according to the
Wisconsin geologists, to the Potsdam age, and is undoutedly of the
same age as the sandstones of identically the same physical and
lithologic characters occurring around Hinckley, Sandstone and
along the Snake river in central and eastern Minnesota. In Min-
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nesota as well as in Wisconsin these sandstones lie unconformably
on crystalline schists, gneisses, granites and the Keweenawan
eruptives.
Throughout this area of old crystalline rocks the descent of
the river is considerable. Point Bass, near which place the
gneisses disappear beneath the sandstones, is only a little over 000
feet above the sea. From its source to this place the Wisconsin
river must fall about two feet to the mile for the distance it
flows, or about four and one-half feet to the mile for the actual air
line distance between the two points. This rapid rate of descent
is the occasion of great erosion and of numerous rapids and waterfalls along its course. These rapids afford disclosures of the crystalline rocks which were seen, and whose study furnishes most of
the material of this paper.
It should be said in passing that this paper is not based on
that of Irving and VanHise already referred to,• nor on the notes
which are published in another place,t and are supposed to embody
the results of the earlier investigations on these same and many
other rocks. The work here outlined is based wholly on the observations of the writer. The map, however, Plate m, Fig. 1, is based
on the maps of the Wisconsin geologists, but with such modifications as the writer has thought best to add to that ground plan.
The following rock types were noted:Diabase. No exposure of this rock was seen in the whole
length of the valley traversed, an unexpected result coJlllidering
the fact that diabase dikes abound throughout the area of crystalline rocks in Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota. Some large
boulders occur on the island at Merrill just below the dam which
are diabasic. They are very angular, which condition indicates
that they could not have been transported far. These boulders
-exhibit a dark green or black rock of medium texture, weathering
to a gray color, a result due to a more rapid alteration of the pyroxene and hornblende than of the plagioclase. Vein-like segregations of pyrite appear on the fresh surfaces of the rock. In
addition to the weathering which the surface discloses, the interior
of this rock exhibits considerable change. The lath-like feldspars
have altered but little, save where cracks and opened cleavage
*Crystalline Rocks of the Wisconsin Valley, by R. D. Irving and C. R.
Van Hise.-Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. rv, Part vu, pp. 625-714.
tlbid, Vol. n, pp. 687-642.
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planes have allowed the infiltration of hornblendic material;
kaolin as a result of their decomposition is scarcely seen. The
augite has suffered severely; indeed only a few cores of · this mineral remain. Hornblende has very generally taken its place. This
last named mineral is of the green variety, and is sometimes fibrous and sometimes more compact, with well developed cleavage.
The manner in which the fibres of hornblende have penetrated the
labradorite crystals, especially in the direction of the axis c, is interesting. They enter the feldspars only at their ends and at certain cracks where the largest and longest feldspars have been broken.
Magnetite occurs in small crystals and crystal clusters in
sufficient quantity to be separated from the powdered mineral
by use of the magnet. The chief interest attached to this mineral
lies in the segregating around it of folia of biotite, which mineral
away from the immediate vicinity of magnetite scarcely appears.
With the quantity of ferric oxide in ordinary augite at 8.75
per cent.,• in green hornblende near 6 per cent.,t and that in biotite at about llt per cent.,t and with the basic C9nstituents of the
rock profoundly altered, it would seem clear that an oxide of iron
must be separated out with the secondary development of biotite.
Such development of this mineral as well as of hornblende
seems clearly proved. But few other minerals were noted, and
those apparently accessory-the chief of these were apatite in
long minute needles, and epidote in equally minute granules, scattered through both labradorite and hornblende, but more particularly the latter.
.
It may be mentioned here that at Grandmother Falls the
darker colored rock is regarded as completely altered diabase.
This rock is described further on in this paper.
Gabbro. In geographical distribution the gabbros and the
gabbroid rocks occupy four different and disconnected localities,
viz: around Rhinelander, Merrill, Wausau and Mosinee. As
there seem to be certain points of difference in the typical samples of these localities they will be briefly described separately. All
save those at Mosinee are hypersthenic gabbros.
At Rhinelander, between the Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western railway tracks and the river south of the railway bridges is a
•Note Dana's tables, System of 1\llneralogy, 5th edition, p. 218.
tibid, p. 237.
~Ibid, p. 305.
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conspicuous exposure of the gabbro. The rocks are not high, they
are glaciated and river-worn at the surface, and have been quarried
sufficiently to enable the collector to secure very fresh material.
Exposures in several localities to the south and east are said to
occur. In texture the rock is medium to coarse grained, and its
color is dark owing to the large proportion, about two-thirds,
which the basic minerals, pyroxene, hornblende and biotite make
of its bulk. Pyrite and chalcopyrite appear as accessories scattered
through the freshest part of the rock. Many joints appear in the
rock, and along them a green alterations product is spread like a
thin film. Occasionally this is stained with ferric oxidt>. The
joints can be grouped into two systems, the one extending N. 10~
E. magnetic, and the other N. 45° W.
Coursing through this gabbro in every dtrection are veins of a
lighter color and a much finer texture. They vary in width from
a fraction of an inch to more than two and one-half feet. As a
rule these veins are light colored and finely ~xtured, although in
a few places a pegmatitic structure and texture can be seen. A
few occurrences of a darker colored veinstone appear. Near these
darker colored bands are many gneissic modifications of the rock,
as there are at the East Saint Cloud quarries in Minnesota. These
gneissic bands have no definite width or position; they appear and
disappear in all directions and are frequently interrupted, but nowhere are they of great extent. So it is difficult to regard them
as resulting from pressure applied steadily in any one direction;
they may therefore be regarded not as flowage lines, but either as
due to a flowage structure which existed in places in an original
eruptive rock, or they may represent the utter demolition of the
original crystalline structure and its replacement by the present
one. Inclusions quite different in outward appearance from the
veinstu1f and gneissic bands are also seen; they are of a dark color
and biotite in large folia gives a porphyritic appearance to them.
No lithologic significance is attached to these inclusions more than
that they represent areas in which a larger proportion of basic constituents has promoted a more extetfive alteration of the primary
constituents of the rock. In structural features these masses remind
one of the augite diorite• bodies of Richmond and Little Falls, Minn.
*This name was given in 1887 by Streng and Kloos, Neues Jahrbuch
fur :Mineralogie, n. s. w., 1877, pages 117, et. seq. The more recent studies
of the writer show these rocks to be hypersthene bearing gabbros. Compare
forthcoming bulletin U.S. geol. survey,
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In minHal constitution this Rhinelander gabbro is hypersthenic and homblendic. The feldspar is still wt>ll preserved and
polarizes strongly, although in places some alteration has taken
place. Its optical characters show it to be a labradorite with a liberal proportion of oligoclase intermingled. In form the individuals
are allotriomorphic; they give the typical, broadened gabbroid form
as distinct from the idiomorphic or diabasic form of feldspar individuals seen in the diabase boulders just described. These feldspars are plentifully strewn with many gas and liquid inclusions
as well as crystalloids of differeut minerals.
Augite, diallage and hypersthene occur in these gabbros; the
two former, in the slides examined, are present in about equal
proportions. There is no special featura to mention touching
these minerals, save their proneness to alter into hornblende.
Everywhere a rim of this mineral can be seen around the pyroxenes. As a rule the normal crystallized hornblende appears as the
resultant product, although at times a fibrous modification is the
one present. Augite insensibly gives place to hornblende as the
alteration pr<oeeeds, as is shown in Fig. 3, Pl. m. The two minerals are seldom oriented together, as is seen to be the case in the
figure just mentioned. In other places areas are partly diallage
and partly hypersthene-with a reaction zone between. Along
this reaction zone there lies a fibrous hornblende. Every consideration which position and contact relations can give points to the
derivation of the diallage from the hypersthene; yet the mutual
relations of these minerals to the normal composition of the gabbros of the Northwest preclude the assumption that such derivation
has here actually taken place.
Biotite is frequent in these rocks, and the conditions suggest
ihat it is derived from the hornblende. Figure 3, Plate III, suggests
such derivation. Pyrite is present in decidedly subordinate quantity.
Magnetite is nearly everywhere present. It appears most prominently in the normal gabbro as an incidental alterations product from
hypersthene, although in many other associations it is prominent.
In places it is said that magnetite appears in large proportion.
Exposures three miles south of Rhinelander, on the Merrill wagon
road, are reported, where considerable quantities of magnetite ore
are seen. Some assays of this ore have been made; selected material gives 68 per cent. metallic iron, while one assay of what was
called an average sample was furnished by Mr. John Doherty of
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Rhinelander, showing the following result:
Metallic iron, 59.31 per cent.
Phosphorus, 0.017 per cent.
It is very probable that these are segregations of iron oxide
precisely similar to those occurring in the gabbros of so many
other localities in the Lake Superior basin, notably in northeastern
Minnesota, along the so-called Mesabi range.
The veins and other modifications which have been mentioned
as occurring numerously are of varying extent, and are from somewhat basic to highly acidic in their chemical composition.
The microscopic characters of these incidental phases of the
Rhinelander gabbro are not complex. A large proportion of
quartz, in small, brightly polarizing grains, arranged as a sort of
mosaic work, characterizes them all, but there are some larger areas
of this mineral filled with liquid inclusions, needles of rutile, and
minute crystals of apatite, bearing every evidence of being of
original development. The feldspar is partly of the ancient order
and partly secondary. That which seems to be original is considerably corroded on its borders, giving plRce there to quartz, other
feldspars and epidota. Many of these older individuals show a distinct zonal structure in their central portions. The general acidification which these rocks seem to have undergone would suggest
the correetness of the explanation Hopfner ha.i given of this phenomenon :-"Probable that the feldspathic materiRl, which, in
many cases, built up the small isolated secondary grains, when in
contact with these older areas, enlarged them to their present new
dimensions." Several varieties of feldspar abound ; microclinic
and albitic types of low extinction are most abundant. The epidote is thickly strewn in many"sections, but it is plainly secondary;
it lies in small granules, seldom rising to the dignity of individuals, which can be measured by optical methods. Biotite and
hornblende are, in the more acidic veins, very sparse, but in the
schistose bands and dark-colored inclusions they are comparatively
abundant, and are distributed in nearly equal proporlions. They
carry needles of rutile and crystals of apatite, as well as the quartz.
The hornblende frequently twins, and both minerals are very free
from inclusions of all kinds.
At Wausau, where the next masses of gabbro were seen, the
conditions of occurrence seemed to he identical with those at
Rhinelander; large bosses of a dark-colored rock, anastomosed with
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many granitic veins of a lighter color than the gabbro itself, a
more or less shattered condition, and well-worn and rounded surfaces. But the penetrated rock in that case was a hornblende
gneiss; in this, a silicious rock, more or less schistose, and of sedimentary origin. A greenish brown color prevails, which is not
cheerful nor neat to the eye as it appears in the qnarry and in the
walls of mauy buildings in the city constructed of this stone.
The further structural features of this rock are well set forth
in the report of Irving and Yan Rise• and in the earlier published
field report of Professor Irving.t
In situation and extent the exposures visited lie on the west
side of the Wisconsin river, and on the islands, natural and artificial, within the stream. The rapids at Wausau, the Big Bull
falls of the early settlers, are formed b_y these rocks opposing a
barrier to the stream for a distance of a mile or more. For the
most part the rock is quite massive, although here and there gneissic
areas appear, having a northeast and southwest trend. Hornblendic
veinst and segregations were frequently noted.
Microscopically, quartz is everywhere present in minute, clear
grains, often apparently taking the place of corroded feldspars.
Possibly some of it occurred as one of the primary constituents of
the rock. The feldspar is plagioclast.ic, partly of the labradorite
type and partly albitic, and is present in two generations, as is the
quartz. Frequently largP. areas are singularly flecked with intergrowths of another species, which, according to the writer's observations, extinguishes but few degrees from the extinction angle of
the host. Again, considerable areas are burrowed and filled with
vermicular quartz. In other places minute crystals of hornblende
and biotite stud the feldspar field tllickly, although, as a rule, these
minerals lie in proximity to the pyroxenic constituents.
Diallage is better developed here than in the gabbros of Rhinelander. The peculiar markings, the rod-like structure, of this mineral in two series, parallel or coincident with the cleavages, are very
common. It alters into hornblende, and numerous crystal plates of
hornblende are strewn thoughout even the freshest diallages, while
the borders of the grains are entirely changed into the secondary
substance. Less biotite is to be seen here than at Rhinelander.
*Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. xv, pp. 661, 662.
tGeology of Wisconsin, Vol. 11, pp. 486-488, and elsewhere.
tCompare Geology of Wiscont<in, Vol. n, p. 487.
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Hypersthene appeaTS here in about the same proportion as
there. It alters here, as there, by the corrosion of its borders
and the change of its material into a hornblendic substance, and
by the alterations along fractures and cleavage planes, into a
fibrous green product, with the fibres standing at right angles to
the corroded surfaces. The pleochroism of the hypersthene in t.he
seotions from this locality is unusitally weak.
Olivine was noted in one or two slides.
Quartz Diorite. The rock:; at Merrill and Mosinee which are
here grouped as gabbroids are really, in their present condition,
simply quartz diorites. They possess a generally massive structure
and medium texture, but they vary somewhat in both these characters. For instance, at Merrill, on the island, where this rock
comes in contact with the gneiss, it exhibits a distinctly laminated
structure. ·where this structure appears much jointing is also
preseut, and the major system is parallPl with the plane of contact.
In other places the lamination is more obscure. Everywhere the
rock is very tough and firm, and usually it is more than one-half
hornblende. At Mosinee, on both sides of the river at Little Bull
falls, and on the island, the dark colored massive rock prevails.
Normally it contains about the same proportion of hornblende as
does that at Merrill. Here and there is more feldspar or a coarser
texture than the average. No lamination was seen at this point,
' save in the neigborhood of a large qnartz vein. This vein, which
carries white quartz, has been worked somewhat for gold.
It is in places much split up and faulted; one fault throws the
vein 30 or 40 feet from its course. The rock here is thoroughly
shattered. The "nests of a very fine-grained and compact black
rock," which Irving mentions• are seen on the east side of the
river near the railroad tracks.
It is unnecssary to repeat here the microscopic descriptions of
these rocks which the Wisconsin geologists have given.t The
conclusion drawn from an examination in the field and with
the ai<l of thin sections, is that they are altered gabbros. The
present constituents, save possibly the older generation of feldspars and the pyroxenic cores still remaining, are wholly secondary, due in part to the infiltration of chemical matters, but in
very large part to the molecular transformations, and conse*Ibid, Vol. rv, p. 651.
tlbid, Vol IV, pp. 655-657; 706, 707.
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quently, transformations in mineral constituents and in structure,•
which the original group of substances has undergone. Through
the disguise under which they now prei'ent themselves there can be
!leen all the essential characters of rocks precisely similar to those
studied at Rhinelander and 'Vausau. The reasons why these rocks
are more changed than those were not traced. They may be surmised to lie in the nearness to, or even contact with rocks of quite
different constitution. Such contact metamorphism has be~n
noted in hundreds of places throughout the world.
There is one phase of these Merrill gahbroids which cannot
be passed by unnoticed. Scarcely seen with the uuai<letl eye, under
the microscope it is the most conspicuous feature in their mineral
structure. It is the semblance of the eye structure which so
abounds in the acidic laminated rocks, and it seems to Rpring from
a segregation into nests of the hornblende all!l the fel<lspars, all of
which minerals are secondary. The basic constituentR, aud hornblend~ is the chief, are arranged around the nests of feldspar
granules. But among the latter the peculiar requisite of the eye
structure, vi;~,: a core of rounded lenticular feldspathic material,t is
lacking-all indiYiduals are minute in size, fresh looking and limpid.
Every character of these rock;; seems to show that one of the prime
causes of their present condition was pres~ure.
T!te Gneisses. Crossing the bridge to the west side of the
river from the knobs of gahiJro, in Rhinelander, one finds at the
intersection of the rail wa.v with a wagon road, a typical mass of
hornblende biotite gneiss. The color is dark; the texture medium;
the lamination strong and somewhat contorted; the general direction is N. :!~ 0 E., with a southeasterly dip of u0°. Len,;es of quart:l
are not infrequent, and true granitic veim; occur. In addition to
these, one sees masses consisting largely of hornblende of medium
texture and with some parallelism of structure.
Microscopically, the gneiss prescn ts no peculiar characters.
The quantity of hornblende is very small in proportion to the biotite, and the proportion of plagiocla;;tic feldspars is very large. Indeed, orthoclase is scarcely seen. The hornblendic masses just mentioned are very fresh in the condition of their constituents, hornblende being the chief and plagioclase ahundant. The twinning
striae of the plagioclases are sharp and strong. A pyroxene is un•Prestwich, Geology, Chemical, Physical and Stratigraphical, Vol.r, p. 397.
tCompare Zirkel F., Lehrbuch d. Petrographie, Vol. 11., page 414.
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doubtedly the source of the hornblende. Epidote abounds in these
inclusions, as well as in the normal gneiss. While the normal
gneiss carries biotite in large proportion, here only occasional areas
are to be seen.
If one asks for the proofs of the gabbroid nature of the lenticular hornblendic masses, his attention must be directed to several
considerations; in the first place, the proximity of large eruptive
masses of gabbro and the undoubtedly shattered condition of the
penetrated gneissic rocks rendPr such a nature quite possible;
again, they are more altered than the large masses of gabbro,
as, indeed, they should be, buried as
they are in a rock of diverse chemical
composition and molecular constitution; the feldspars of the gabbro and
of the inclusions seem to be of the
labradorite-anorthite type and identical, while together they differ from
those of the gneisses; biotite plays
an important role in the gneisses,
while here it takes an insignificant
place; the texture of the two is diverse; and those metamorphic
changes represented by corroded
constituents, kaolinized feldspars,
conversion of hornblende into biotite and the general sprinkling
throughout the mass of epidote
granules similar to those so conspicuous in the matrix gneiss are largely
wanting in the inclusions.
Going south from Rhinelander
the next exposures of rocks of any
kind are the gneissic rocks at Grandc
mother falls, Section 10, T. 33, R. 6
FIG. 4.-Sketched from the
E. Here the rocks are partly gran- gneissic rocks at Grandmother
falls. A represents the lar~est
itic, although the gneissic condition proportion of the amygdalmdal
prevails; they frequently become epi- basic rock; B represents a medium proportion of the basic and
dotic through the occurrence of bands gneissic rocks; while 0 shows
or veins of the mineral epidote. the matrix gneiss carrying only
a few small masses of the inIn texture, the rocks are not so cluded material.
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coarse as are those at Rhinelander, and are much more weathered.
Towards the lower end of the rapids the gneissic rock becomes more
granitic and carries as an inclusion a dark colored rock of rather
fine and uniform texture. As a rule this dark colored rock is amygdaloidal. The amygdules are very irregular in shape and diverse in
size. The structural relations of the gneiss and the inclusions are
set forth in the accompanying figure (Fig. 4 A, B, C). The gradual
disappearance of the gneiss, with the constant increase of the
darker colored rock; the rounded character of the inclusions and
the inclosing situation of the gneiss, and finally, the finer texture of
the darker colored material in proximity to the gneissic all point to
the irruption of a dike with a shattering of the penetrated rock
along the plane of contact. Exposures showing the same general
characters seen here are not infrequent among the old crystalline
rocks of the Northwest.
In lithologic characters the gneissic rock is granitoid and of
the biotite type. Hornblende occurs in small proportion. Quartz
is very abundant, and frequently occupieR large areas with firmly
interlocking grains. A portion of the feldspar is triclinic, with a
low extinction; as a rule it is so badly altered that twinning striae
can be seen only around its borders, while within are nests of kaolin (?) and epidote. While some orthoclase was seen, more than
half of the feldspathic constituent is microcline. This is apparently the least altered of all the feldspars. In the mosaic which
usually lies between the larger and more or less altered individuals, small, brightly polarizing grains can be seen, which represent at least two species of feldspar, which are ct-rtainlysecondary,
orthocl~e and microcline.
The darker colored rock, the inclusion as it is here designated,
is granitic in habit. It carries feldspars, quartz, hornblende, biotite and epidote. At its contact with the gneiss the two are firmly
knitted togdher and the typical chamcters of each are carried up
to the very plane of contact, save perhaps in a finer texure and a
larger sprinkling of epidote. The hornblende in its general
anatomy bears strong evidence of secondary origin; the quartz is
infiltrated into certain portions of the mass in larger proportion
than elsewhere and the feldspars seem to no little extent to have
the general outline of the lathlike or diabasic type. Occasionally
an individual shows the alteration phases into epidote and kaolin,
but as a rule the feldspars are very fresh and clear.
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In this darker colored rock there lies a porphyritic substructure. When fresh fractures are held to the light reflecting
surfaces sometimes as large as three-fourths of an inch across are
seen. These are cleavage planes of microcline crystals. Within
these areas the m\crocline serves as the matrix in which are embedded large num hers of indi,·iduals of hornblende, biotite, albite,
and oligoclase; also, epidote, apatite and quartz. These minerals do
not crystallize perfectly, yet they take on quite strongly individuali7.ed forms . There is a vague tendency among them to
assume a direction generally parallel to the axis c of the microcline matrix in which they lie. This structure is distinguishable
by the unaided eye only by the reflection of the microcliue cleavage
planes; the inclusions within the micrucline are like, in all their
external features, t.he same constituents within the matrix rock in
which the microclines are in turn embedded. The microscope
emphasizes this structure in showing a strong parallel extinction
in the microcline areas, a very fresh and limpil condition
of this mineral and the very new and unaltered condition
of all the minor constituents em bedd6d within it. Figure
4, plate III is an attempt to sketch the features described. It
s~ms c1uite analogous to the lustre mottling among the melaphyres
of Lake Superior.•
Further down the river at Morin's farm, Section 30, Town
33, Range 7 E, many knobs of gneiss stand above the surface
striking N. 10° E and dipping westerly at 60°. Outwardly this
seems to be a typical gneiss in color, texture and structure. The
lamination is st.rong and moderately fine. At the surface the biotite ha.s assumed a golden hue in the weathering, but benl"ath it is
bright and clear. The microscope showd that peculiar oil-vitreous
lustre which so often characterizes changing acidic rocks. The
mineral constituents, particularly the feldspar, ar~ in two generations, an older with gnawed outlines and col'l'oded and changed interiors anJ a younger with limpid clearness, polarizing strongly
and sharply defining each other's boundaries. The former are well
sized individuals, the latter generally quite minute. Much epidote
characterizes this rock. It lies in small clustered grains or in
larger individuals around which are usually grouped minute
*Rapha<>l Pump<>lly, Proc. Am. Acau. Arts Sci., \'ol. xm, p. 260. See
also R D. Irving, C'opper bearing rocks of Lake Superior, ~!ou. v.L. S. Geol.
Survey, p. 42.
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particles of epidote and quartz. It may be mentioned here as the
only occurrence of the kind noted hy the writer in the Wisconsin
valley, a few very well formed crystals of epidote lie in the matrix
of essential constituents.
A half mile further down the river at Grandfather falls, a
long rapid barely mentioned in the Wi~consin reports,* the rock is
almost identical both in the strongly marked features of the hold
rock masses OYer which t.he river plungt>s and in its more detailed
microscopic characters, with that at Morin's farm. In color
this rock is a beautiful gray of varying dark and light tone, and
persistent banding. Weathering bleaches its color very noticeably.
Its texture is medium with a general tendency towards the eye
structure called by the Germans "augen gneiss." The strike at
the falls is N. 2f\ 0 E. magnetic and the S. S. W. dip is 1)3o.
Quartz is the prevailing mineral. In the e.ves the grains are
of good size, possessing the wavy extinction so common in this
structure anl induced, a.<; is generally suppo;ed, hy stretching or
pressure. Elsewhere the grains are very minute and exhibit a
striking mosaic when polarized. The feldspars are small and
fresh-looking, probably all of secondary origin. Small size nnd
great elongation parallel with the lamination of the rock
characterize the hornblende and biotite individuals. The specimens taken show a great excess of the latter mineral o\·er the
former. Epidote is plentifully present. Veins and segregations
of quartz course through the rock.
Not until Merrill was reached were furthet: samples of gneiss
taken, although exposures lie in the river and along the carriage
road at se,·eral intermediate points. At this city, on the islaud
formed between the mill-race and the river, occurs a considerable
exposure and a bountiful contact of gneiss and an eruptive rock
which has already been noted as a quartz diorite of gahhroid ancestry (ante, p. 258). A darker colored, coarser textured and more
shattered gneiss is seen here than at Grandfather falls and Morin's.
A concentric weathering is very strikingly displayed; the rock
seems to be rotted away, save the few hard, spherical nodules left
on the surface. Where one of these nodules lies up against the
contact zone of the diorite the cohesion of the two is quite firm.
To detail the microscopic characters of this Merrill hornblende
biotite gneiss would be to repeat the description of that at Grand*Yo!.
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father falls, or at Morin's farm just given. There is one point of
difference, yet this difference must be apparent rather than real;
it pertains to the "eye structure" of the rocks. In all three cases
there is the peculiar "streaming" or parallel arrangement which
other authors* note in the position of the biotite and hornblende
individuals; there is the same fine mosaic of quartz grains, intermingled with these basic constituents, and there are the same
texture and color. While there the mosaic extends to the very
center of the eyes (augen), here in almost every case the central
part is a corroded feldsfar crystal. These crystals can usually be
i:ientified as plagioclastic. Particles of kaolin and epidote becloud
them to some extent and tht>ir borders are so changed that they
can no longer be traced; in other words, these feldspar cores lie in
a segregation of fine grains of quartz, with which are intermingled a few impurities such as epidote, hornblende and biotite
particles. The attempt has been made to represent this peculiar
eye structure in figure 5, plate III, where a sketch of the author's
slide No. 884 is given. Perhaps no better description of this
slide can be given than Chelius gives of a deformation of graniteporphyry near Eberstadt: "Mutual shattering of the feldspar
crystals can often be seen; yellowish-green biotite and green hornblende individuals wind through the ground-ma.c;s in bands around
the feldspars, so that a streaming can well be distinguished since
the rock microscopically exhibits no flaser-structure. Within narrow zones between the interjected particles, the grains of the
ground-mass shov.: a distinct consecutive arrangement in the direction of their longer axis."t
Crossing the Wi~consin river to the west side from Knowlton
a mass of very compact, dark colored, granitoid gneiss is reached.
It has a medium texture and is chiefly biotitic in its basic constituents, although to the naked eye a greenish color is quite apparent. The feldspars are somewhat altered to kaolin and muscovite; in two or three places calcite was seP.n to have been deposited as
an alterations product-the only instances of the kind noted among
*Lehmann, Untersuchungen ueber di<! F.ntstehung der Altkrystalllniscben 8chiefergesteine, Bonn, 1884, p. 1811. Cbclius, quoted by Rosen busch,
:Mikroskopischc Physiographic, 2d ed., Stuttgart, 1887, p. 294. Teall, British
Petrography, London, 1888, p. 243. The rock Teall dt'scribed however is an
"augeuschist."
tHosenbusch, Mikroskoplsche Physiographie der llassigen Gest~>ine,
p. 294.
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the gneisses of the valley. A rounding of the feldspar individuals
is quickly seen. These individuals are partly orthoclase and partly
albite and oligoclase, as determined from the relics of a twinning
striation.
Scarcely more than mention need be made of the gneisses of
Stevens Point, for details have been publii!hed by the W isconi!in
geological survey.• The strike of these rocks in one place was N.
45° E., and in another, where the direction was determined rather
by the parallel position of the ft'ldspar crystals than by any distinct lamination, N. 65° E., with a northwesterly dip of 75'?.
There is considerable variation in the texture, some areas being
quite fine and others normally coarse, and almost everywhere
granitic veins of greater or less extent appear. In lithologic composition the gneiss is a hornblende biotite one, the last-named
mineral predominating. Muscovite can be seen in a few scattered
folia, but for a Wisconsin valley gneiss, epidote is singularly wanting. The feldspars, both orthoclase and the plagiocluses, are considerably altered internally and corroded externally, some of them,
without doubt, to entire obliterl\tion, as the areas of quartz mosaic
extending from the circumference to the center of the eyes seem
to show. That the silica which now abounds in these rocks must
have come in part from some external source seems clear. These
rocks have until recently been covered with the Cambrian sandstone (see page 251), whose outlyers still stand in the vicinity, becoming a continuous sheet towards the south.t One of these
knobs still stands only a few hundred paces away from the gneissic
exposures sampled. '£he suggestiCln comes with no little force that
the acidic character of the gneiss may he due in part to the silica
which h&s percolated from the overlying sandrock into the rock
beneath, to take the place of those constituents which have been
gradually dissolved and removed. The changed feldspars and the
surrounding mosaic of secondary quartz grains are represented in
figure 6, plate III.
The Granites.--Around Trapp city and Kickbusch and just
above Wausau are several exposures of granite which have assumed
considerable economic importance. The frE.'sh condition of the rock,
its bright, cheerful color, its texture and freedom from fracture
make it a most valuable quarry stone. The color is usually reddish,
*Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. n, p. 478, et
tGeology of Wisconslo, Vol. IV, p. 627.
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varied in places by a tendency to form chlorite to a greenish hue .
•Joints are in two groups; at Trapp city the major one showing a
direction N. 85" E. mag., and at Kickbusch N. 1() 0 W., and in
both places nearly vertical.
Judging from lithologic evidence all these granites are poor in
lime and magnesia. While there is a fair proportion of triclinic
feldspars they seem to haYe the low extinction angle of the albite-oligoclase end of the series. In the mineral changes going on
some small, fresh, secondary areas have been formed which are
seen l)'ing in the quartz mosaic fringing the large and primary
individuals. In a few cases an enlargement of these old albite individuals was seen where fresh limpid material was added to them
in crystal continuity and apparently at the expense of the microclines and orthoclases. If this observation he a valid one, its explanation would doubtless presume the disappearance of the potash
from the potash feldspars and its replacement by the soda lime
constitu~nts of the nl bite-oligoclase mem hers.• Prof. Van Hise
some time ago noticed the enlargement of feldspar fragments in
certain clastic rocks of northern Michigan and Wisconsin.t
These granites are highly silicious. Large areas of clear
quartz can anywhere be seen and much in the form of microcrystalline aggregates also occurs. The basic constituents, hornblende
and biotite, are far from abundant, yet they occur in about equal
proportion. Occasionally, and particularly in the quarry at Kickbusch, there are thin seams or veins of segregated mineral matter.
While it is suspected that most of this matter is chlorite still hornblende is present as is altered pyrite and a uniaxial mineral which
is possibly zircon.
There were some evidences of pressure noted among these
granites such as bent feldspars and lines of fluid inclusions. The
latter are particularly noticeable as they extend entirely across the
slide, through quartzes and feldspars alike. No marked lamination was noted in the exposures visited.
1'he Schist.~.-Under this name are grouped rocks of quite
diverse characters, both macrocrystalline and microcrystalline.
There are, on the one hand, rocks which, although squeezed and
*Compare Saul'r A., * * * sowie ueber Nenbildung von Albit in
granitischl'n ortboklasl'n, NPuPs Jahrbach, 188!1, Rand I, Rl'fl'rat, S. 202.
tBulletin No. 8, C R. Gl'ol. 8urvt>y, p. 44; also Aml'r.•Jour. Sci.,
May, 1&14.
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folded and displaced, are still clastics in every character; on the
other band, the schistose character is so predominant as to obliterate all genetic characters. Typical examples of the first type
appear in the northern part of Wausau city, where silicious schists
have been cut through both by river erosi~n and by railway construction; examples of the other extreme of the series, equally
typical, can be seen along the Trapp river and at the bend in the
Wisconsin river a mile below MP.rrill.
In external aspect the rocks above Wausau are firm and compact, very finely crystallirJe, nnd strictly speaking they are not
schists. They vary considerably in color, being in places, as on
the west side of the river near the upper mills and opposite the
city waterworks, of a reddish hue, which within becomes brown
and black with more or less mottling. Everywhere the rock is
greatly shattered; it is bard and brittle under the hammer and
breaks conchoidally. The texture is very fine, altl10ugh in places
it assumes a greater -coarseness and a very visible crystalline texture. Across the river towarrls the northeast the rock is very
finely textured, highly silicious and of the same hard, brittle and
conchoidal char·acter. A banding occurs in the darker rock,
which, while obscure on the fresh fracture, is clearly seen on the
weathered surfaces. It is not re:.rulareither in continuity or direction; often it is considerably contorted. Hands of conglomerate lie in the rock. These bands, as represented by the exposure
in the cut nearest the vVausau station, show, for a conglomerate,
a medium coarseness and so thorough a knitting together of the
pebbles that the granular character is almost wholly lost. The
stnke of these beds is N. 10"' E. magnetic.
Microscopically the leading constituents of these rocks at and
to the north of Wausau is quartz in very fine and brightly polarlZlng grains. In places more coarsely crystalline streaks appear
made up of a series of large interlocking inclividuals of quartz.
Biotite is also a constant constituent; its folia are small and arranged in bands or streams between layers composed almost of clear
quartz and its abundanee marks the position of the darker bands of
the rock. In a few cases secondary individuals of microcline and
members of the plagioclase series were seen. Pyrite is almost
unfailing although its quantity is small.*
A mile or two further north the rocks become quite markedly
*Compnr~
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schistose. A medium texture prevails, a more or less vertical
position is assumed and they strike N. 10° E. as a rule. The prevailing color of these schists is green, that of the leading constituent. In the midst of these green schists which are very close to
the chloritic and sericitic schists of the Lake Superior region in
nearly all their characters are lenses of hematite ore. On Section
7, Town 2Q, Range 8 E., considerable exploration has already
been done. While ore has been found in masses of many inches
in thickness at the lowest depth reached in these explorations,still
the prospects of a sufficient yield to authorize mimng operations
on au ordinary and commercial scale are not encouraging.
Other modifications of theseschh1ts were noted in several places
as on the hill between Mosinee and Knowlton audbetwedn Knowlton and Junction City. Their general aspect is that of more or
less weathered schists having strike and dip nearly like those above
Wausau.
November 13, 1888.

[Paper CC.]
WH A.T OUGHT THE PEOPLE OF A COMMUNITY TO DO TO HELP THEIR

Charles N. Hewitt, M. D.,
Secretary of the State Board of Health of Minnesota, ex-President of the American Public Health Association, etc.

LOCAL BOARD OF HEALTH?-By

The work of public health has come to such proportions in
our state that I am sure if our people knew mote about it they
would more generally "bear a hand" in the doing of it. The
commonest complaint from our best health officers is "We need
more popular support." I have the feeling that no better subject
presents itself for my essay of to-night and I venture to begin
with a littl., sketch of the history of sanitary effort in Minnesota
since I have known it.
In 1872 there were but two local boards of health in the state,
making any pretense of being alive. All over our country there
was an increasing interest in public health, and Massachusetts
with California, had given practical expression to the professional
and popular demand, by organizing state boards of health. Minnesota, moved by the same impulse, established our state board, and
Goveruor Austin signed the bill March 4th, 1872.
The old law
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PLATE III.
[To nccompany Paper BB.J

Figure 1. A map of Central Wisconsin showing u sandstone covered
area in the southern portion, tht- possible extension of the )lenomiu~('
schists to the vicinity of Black Hivt>r Falls from the northeast and the
probable Archaean character of the underlying rocks of tht> northern portion
of the area mapped. The whole area is drift covered. In part hasf'd on
the general geo:ogic11.l map of Wisconsin, 1881.
Fig 2. Profile along the Wisconsin rh·er from Hhinelander south·
ward!! beyond the point where the gneisst>s disappt-ar bent•11.th the Potddam
sandstone.
Fig. 3. From the altered gabbro at Hhinelander to show the altera·
tion of augite into hornblende and the contiguity of biotite which doubtless
sprang from the hornblende. a, augite; b. hornblende; ,., biotite ; d, sur·
rounding plagioclase individuals. See page 255.
Fig. 4. Microcline matrix carrying the remaining constituents of the
rock. See p 2112.
Fig. 5. A corroded individual of plagioclastic feldspar in the midst of
segregated microcrystalline quarfz granules and feldspar!~, the eye structure
very common In the valley. See p. 264.
Fig. 0. A reproduction of almost an entire thin section (author'8
slide No. t!84) to show the eyf' structure so common in these gneissic rocks.
The fin('ly granular matrix here carries the biotite and hornblende, which
minerals are arranged with considerable parallelism of position. The
feldspars, which are plagioclastic, are considerably more altered than is
shown in the slightly magnified figure. See p. 265.
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